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Introduction
THE BLISTERING rate of change in the retail industry
makes it both an incredibly attractive industry, and
impossibly competitive.
There are new ways to shop, new ways to pay, new
ways to operate your business and importantly; a new
kind of customer to serve.
The new consumer has left both traditional and digital
retailers with a high number of challenges to overcome.
This usually results in a murky convergence of the two.
Operationally; the commercial property market is more
competitive, automation has created a platform for a
retail supply-chain revolution and communications tech
is a driving force for this change.
Stakeholders in the retail industry need to be flexible,
scalable and innovative in their approaches to the
stalwart retail industry.
This report seeks to outline the future trends for
retail and communications technology and how their
relationship can advance growth of your business and
the industry as a whole.
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Omni: The Ever-Evolving Retail Supply Chain.

Omni-Challenges

eCommerce & Service Integration
Since 2011, the six-fold growth of
the global eCommerce sector (10%
growth in 2016 alone) has forced legacy
retailers like Macy’s and Walmart to
adopt the highly-geared omni-channel
model.
In fact, more than 81% of traditional
retail incumbents surveyed by Amrop
have already adopted an omni-model to
mixed success.
An Omni-Approach synchs all
touchpoints; stores, eCommerce, email,
voice, social and any of the myriad
methods of interaction.
BLUEFACE

Troublingly, according to Deloitte,
traditional retailer omni-efforts are
routinely dwarfed by online-fromthe-outset retailers like Amazon.

33%+

Omni-customers Lifetime Value Over
Single-Channel Customers.

This high risk, high reward customercentric strategy requires bolstered
product portfolio, support and extra
supply layers (to customers & to stores).
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eChallenges
Online companies — like Amazon — do not have to use legacy processes
or technology but they are not without their challenges.
Digital-only retailers are creating expansive user-journeys to accomodate
for the fickle nature of digital selling as well as trying to increase final
point-of-sale (cart) conversions.
However, the news is positive for eCommerce retail with a global valuation
of $1,672 billion in 2015, estimated to grow at 15% to over $2,700 billion
in the long-run.
Heavily investing in personalisation, suppliers, more distribution and more
targeted campaigns supported by operational perfection.

Integration
Omni-channeling — while it’s a hyper-growth, competitive strategy —
stretches a business thin; online or otherwise.
Intense competition and the dynamically changing face of retail has
incumbents exploring any new avenue for profitability.
New products, buying methods, delivery methods, payments and more
retailers exploring every avenue for profitability from operations to the
shopfront.
Communication and knowledge transfer (internally & externally) is a key
function in the quest for omni-channel success.
Like the industry; a consolidation of communication avenues can improve
the efficiency of your operation ten fold. With a Unified Communications
package, your entire communication portfolio can live under one platform.
BLUEFACE
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Human Touch: Global Customer Experience & Personalisation

The Human Touch

Communication & Customer Experience
Customer experience has been
the most dynamic shift in business
activities. It has become absolutely
vital that your customers’ every omniinteraction is perfect.
According to American Express, 78%
of consumers surveyed bailed on
transactions in the last minute due to a
bad customer experience.
Miss a social or website chat? Take too
long to reply to an email? Inaccessible
customer care? Any of these reasons
can lose a sale and can damage a
brand to potential customers.
BLUEFACE

Increasing automation and less
customer touchpoints has placed strong
emphasis on quick problem-solving
interactions with customers.

82%

Of Store Associates Agree That Boosting
Comms Would Improve CX & Retention

To encourage and manage growth;
reexaminations have revealed clever,
flexible solutions that derisk retail
operations.
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The New Normal
The anatomy of a retail employee has evolved to include technological
attunement, network management and crisp internal communication.
A Hay Group Study found that employee turnover in the retail sector has
slowly been climbing for years. This has been attributed to; salary ceiling,
communication and dynamically changing job roles.
A Cisco Report outlined that 82% of store associates agreed that improving
in-store comms between staff and management would increase retention and
a customer’s overall experience.
According to Deloitte; consumers expect a product mastery at every level
so equipping your employees with this dispensable expertise could be a key
retention factor. Upgrade your knowledge transfer with Blueface UC.

BYOD Policy
Acquiring devices so your staff remain connected (in store, transit, from HQ)
is an essential part of the retail management function.
Smart devices can be used as a POS System for anxious customers, for
internal (floor-to-floor, to warehouse staff) and external (customer support,
sales calls) communications.
Equipping staff members with the appropriate devices for their job is further
complicated by high turnover in the Retail Sector.
Installing a BYOD policy not only saves on overheads, it improves
productivity and staff familiarity with the retailer’s system.
Empower your employees with BYOD with Blueface; the easiest way to
integrate your employees into your communications plan.
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Pop Ups: Smaller Stores That Cater to Niche Needs.

Brick & Mortar Locations

Popups, Showrooms & eCommerce Converts
The intensely competitive property
market, eCommerce encroachment
and the growing need for business
flexibility has forced retail stakeholders
to reexamine the store front.
To encourage and manage growth;
reexaminations have revealed clever,
flexible solutions that derisk retail
operations.
The new consumer led to the
introduction of Pop-Up Shops, and
Showrooming — retail outlets are
moving towards a unique
experience-based model.
BLUEFACE

Communication technology has become
essential as retailers explore new,
short-term experiences while changing
the face of the shop floor.

$10bn
The Estimated Value of the
US Pop-Up Shop Industry

As customer satisfaction is always at
the forefront of the retail experience,
giving your customers additional ways to
find what they want or, what they didn’t
know they needed is vital.
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Pop-Up Shops
A phenomenon in the last decade, the Pop-Up Shop is a short-lease store
catering for — but not limited to — a niche customer.
Not dissimilar from festival coffee shops, or market stands — Pop-Up
Shops allow retailers to highlight their products in a unique, outstanding
way to an audience who demands such an experience.
They’re short-term, in demand and often have high profitability.
Pop up shops require flexibility with quick roll out and faster wrap up; and
a hosted phone system can make this process a breeze.
With no line rental, or onerus telecoms contracts — you can pop-up, roll
out and wrap up seamlessly.

Showrooming
Swedish furniture titan, IKEA popularised this trend as a way of fortifying their
resistance to eCommerce in certain regions.
IKEA have a website but to immerse their customers (& encourage more
purchases) products are showcased in ideal living spaces, paired with other
store items.
These IKEA Showrooms have less stock, and orders can be made by phone or
in store, and arrive from HQ.
This creates immersion and shipping standardisation — improving the overall
customer experience while adding to the complexity of your operation.
Multi-site with Blueface offers subtle administration from HQ as well as CRM
integration. Get visibility & control on every order, store and staff member with
Blueface Multi-site.
BLUEFACE
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Logistics: Increasingly More Complicated on Global Scale

Logical Logistics

Visibility & Stock Control Technology
Quick scaling and the global nature of
the retail industry has no doubt made
supply chains more complicated.
Supply chain managers are
orchestrating global branch operations
and individual customer deliveries.
Despite this complexity, a KPMG
Global Logistics report stated that
current business conditions are more
favourable than 2016.
Their biggest challenge? Visibility; on
staff, stock — every moving piece of
the retail puzzle.
BLUEFACE

For a data-driven industry, lack of
oversight is a big challenge, which
is why visibility tops the logistician’s
greatest hits of increasingly difficult
tasks.

85%

Of Supply-Chain Ofﬁcers Plan on
Increasing Supply-Chain Visibility

An Aberdeen Research survey found
that of 161 Chief Supply Chain Officers,
85% of them plan to increase supply
chain visibility using a control tower
approach.
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Stock Control
The expansion in stock, staff and global locations has left logisticians
with some head-scratching exercises.
Manually tracking stock across a federation of stores, channels
and customers would prove impossible, so new approaches and
technologies have been developed to help.
Retailers are having to adopt advanced WMS Software (Warehouse
Management Systems) to maintain visibility on stock.
Optimised stock-control accuractely sets customer expectations.
Blueface’s API can integrate with most ordering systems to create smart
stock control, synchronised with your communications.

Visibility
The Control Tower strategy involves increasing visibility to ensure less stock;
standardised customer care and better decision, informed making.
A control tower is a centralised facility, that uses complex logistics data to
optimise operations and make sharp, focused decisions.
This strategy is made accessible by the surging Internet of Things.
Self-driving vehicle can be connected with communication triggers on
last-mile deliveries to inform clients when their package has arrived.
In the future, companies could save 50% per km by automating last-mile
deliveries with self-driving and a robust unified communications platform.
The IoT has enabled unprecedented data-capture, allowing for smarter work
flows, technological integration and a truly global business approach.
BLUEFACE
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Blueface

Better Business Communications
Our cloud-phone system integrates seamlessly into most communications infrastructure.
Here are just a few of our retail & logistics clients.

Eason & Son
Eason & Son is Ireland’s largest supplier of books,
magazines, and newspapers in Ireland.

CompuB
A leading Apple Inc. Reseller with offices in Ireland
and the United Kingdom.

DPD
Europe’s leading parcel-deliver service with over 830
depots in 40 countries around the world.

Marvin.ie
The takeaway aggregator specialises in facilitating
the ordering and delivery of food.
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ABOUT BLUEFACE
Blueface is a leading Unified Communications-as-a-Service Provider to Businesses,
Enterprises and Carriers. Founded in 2004, Blueface’s proprietary cloud voice platform
services over 20,000 Business customers globally of all sizes ranging from SME’s through
to Large Multinational Enterprises.

NEED TO CONTACT US?
Ireland

Italy

Spain

Blueface Ltd.

Blueface Srl.

Blueface Ltd.

10/11 Exchange Place,

Via Marsala, n. 29 H/I

C) Hortaleza 108, 2 Izq,

IFSC, Dublin 1, Ireland

00185 Roma, Italia

28004 Madrid, Spain

T: +353 1 524 2000

T: +39 (06) 622 77 630

T: +34 91 198 54 43

F: +353 1 443 0400

F: +39 (06) 233 28 388

F: +34 91 198 54 41

United Kingdom

United States

Blueface Ltd.

Blueface INC.

78 York Street,

345 Park Avenue, 17th Floor

London, W1H 1DP, UK

New York, NY 10154-0037,

T: +44 330 808 4718

USA

F: +44 203 813 9668

T: +1 646 893 7446

FIND US ALSO IN:
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